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Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.  I will briefly discuss the existing signal and train control system and then explain how the Positive Train Control (PTC) systems now in development would work.{next slide}



Existing Signal System

• Traffic Control System
• Dispatcher sets routes at CP
• Signals display according to routes 

that are set
• No train stop features
• Engineer controls train speed
• Engineer must adhere to signal 

aspects and indications
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The existing signal system was a Traffic Control Systems (TCS). (TCS) are commonly found on higher density lines. Conceptually, TCS is a series of interlockings  (control points) all controlled by one person. Trains are governed by signal indications, which provide movement authority. From a computer screen, the dispatcher remotely controls signals and powered switches, which are most often found at the ends of sidings and at crossovers between main tracks. Typically automatic block signals are located at intermediate points between the interlockings – as was the case at Red Oak. The computer software is designed so that conflicting train movement authorities cannot be granted. The Train Control System in place at the accident site does not have any automatic train stop features, therefore the engineer must operate and stop the train in accordance with signal aspects and indications.��{next slide}



Positive Train Control

Positive Train Control (PTC) is 
technology that 
• Prevents train-to-train collisions
• Enforces speed limits 
• Prevents incursions into roadway 

work zone limits 
• Prevents movement through a 

switch that is improperly aligned 
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The Rail Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (RSIA) requires that any railroad line that has both passenger and freight trains must implement a PTC system. Positive Train Control or PTC refers to technology that is capable of preventing train-to-train collisions, enforces speed limits, prevents incursions into roadway work zone limits, and prevents movement through a switch that is improperly lined. PTC systems can vary widely in complexity and sophistication based on the level of automation and functionality, the system architecture used, the wayside system upon which they are based (i.e., non-signaled, block signal, cab signal, etc.), and the degree of train control they are capable of assuming. Class I railroads have been working on their own PTC systems for many years.  {next slide}



PTC Functionality

• BNSF uses a PTC system called 
Electronic Train Management System 
(ETMS)

• At the time of this accident ETMS was 
not installed at the accident site

• BNSF is currently working on the 
implementation of ETMS at the 
accident site because both passenger 
and freight trains operate on the tracks
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BNSF uses a PTC system called Electronic Train Management System (ETMS). At the time of this accident ETMS was not installed at the accident site. BNSF is currently working on implementing ETMS on this line by December 31, 2015 as required by the RSIA.{next slide}



MOW Train Stopped at CP
Coal Train Approaches G Signal
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This slide shows two signals with G plate markers. These “G” or grade markers are displayed at this location because the track grade makes it difficult to restart train movement after stopping. With this marker displayed a train is allowed to proceed at restricted speed by the intermediate grade signal without stopping when a red aspect is displayed. The indication for this signal is “Proceed at Restricted Speed.”In this accident scenario, ETMS would have established the red grade signal as a target.  The system would enforce the upper limit of restricted speed, 20 MPH on BNSF. The ETMS onboard display unit would show a “restricted speed fence” (i.e., diagonal lines on the display) with the reminder that restricted speed is required. ETMS would have conveyed a visual and audible warning when the train speed reached 23 mph. In this accident, the train speed increased to 23 mph about 4 seconds before the collision. 



MOW Train Stopped at CP 
Coal Train at Restricted Speed
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As currently designed, ETMS does not establish the rear of a train as a “target”. The next “target” in this scenario would have been the stop signal at Control Point (CP) McPherson alerting the crew that the signal was red. CP McPherson was eight tenths of mile beyond the point of impact. The ETMS system would have sounded a warning based on the braking profile of the train and initiated automatic braking to stop the train before reaching the CP McPherson stop signal had the engineer not taken action to slow and stop the train. {next slide}



MOW Train Stopped at CP
Coal Train Strikes MOW Train
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Current PTC regulations and designs will still allow collisions to occur under restricted speed conditions at up to 23 mph. Upon a train reaching 3 MPH over the 20 MPH restriction, a visual alarm would be displayed followed by an audible alarm and if no action is taken by the crew a full service penalty brake application would be applied bringing the train to a stop. ETMS would have conveyed a visual and audible warning about 4 seconds before the train reached the collision point. Had ETMS, as currently designed, been installed on this line, it most likely would not have prevented this accident.However, had a PTC system that identified the rear end of a standing train as a target been installed on this line it would have prevented this accident.{next slide}



Staff Conclusions

• Existing BNSF signal system was 
operating as designed and  BNSF 
train-dispatching activities were 
appropriate

• ETMS, as designed, would most likely 
not have prevented this accident

• However, a PTC system with rear-end 
train identification would have 
prevented this accident
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Staff Findings The existing BNSF signal system was operating as designed and did not cause or contribute to the collision.The BNSF train dispatching activities were appropriate in the use of the signal system to coordinate train movements.ETMS, as currently designed, would most likely not have prevented this accident. However, a positive train control system with train rear-end identification capabilities would have prevented this accident. Staff has proposed recommendations to address these issues.{next slide}



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concludes my presentation and now Mike Hiller will discuss locomotive crashworthiness issues.{next slide}
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